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CLUSTER

In economics an industrial cluster is a combination of
of closely interlinked companies, suppliers and
institutions. Padded elements, coloured fabrics and
structures are the three components of Cluster,
which interconnect to build the first totally custom
made seat, to form an overall force that produces
imagination. The elements with and without armrests
and the seat are cold foamed steel cores. French
Tunisian designer Luigi Vittorio Cittadini designed
Cluster as part of the Desall-design on demand
contest, which counts more than 100,000
professionals registered among architects and
designers from more than 200 countries around the
world. Cittadini's product was chosen among 424
projects by 350 participants from 126 countries. Luxy
accepted the fervent provocation and turned it into
reality.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Stacking No

Leadtime 12 weeks +

Material Upholstered

Arms No

Linking No

Price More than 500

Brand Content

In economics an industrial cluster is a combination of of closely interlinked companies, suppliers and institutions. Padded
elements, coloured fabrics and structures are the three components of Cluster, which interconnect to build the first
totally custom made seat, to form an overall force that produces imagination. The elements with and without armrests
and the seat are cold foamed steel cores. French Tunisian designer Luigi Vittorio Cittadini designed Cluster as part of the
Desall-design on demand contest, which counts more than 100,000 professionals registered among architects and
designers from more than 200 countries around the world. Cittadini's product was chosen among 424 projects by 350
participants from 126 countries. Luxy accepted the fervent provocation and turned it into reality.

BRAND

Luxy
Rooted into the Italian artisanal traditions and design, Luxy believes that comfort and craftsmanship drive creativity since
1976. Every project combines sartorial know-how and technology, innovation, and sustainability. The company commits
to the highest standards to minimize the effects of the processes: the products are made to last and reduce their
environmental impact. Luxy exports to over 40 countries thanks to its network of highly qualified specialists around the
world. Always customer satisfaction focused: no matter the location, no matter the project phase.
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